Get Active,
stay active.

The Access Active is CE marked, tested and approved according to ISO standards

Removable shopping basket
located under the seat. Basket
contents are protected from
theft and weather.

Handle height is easily adjustable with no loose hardware.
Positions are clearly numbered
for reference.

Four-position seat height
adjusts in seconds with
dual release levers. No tools
required.

Patented maintenance-free
brake system features internal
brake cables for user safety.

Curb climber makes it easy to
get the Active over curbs and
threshholds, even with a full
shopping basket.

Patented indoor/outdoor ski
solution for year-round use.
Skis snap on in seconds with
no screws or tools. Optional.

Adapts with ease.
This type of rollator has never been seen before. Active has an
attractive design, and stands out from the other rollators by combining all of the best user-friendly features into one and the same
rullator. Both the handle and seat height can easily be adjusted with
a simple pull of a lever, no tools required. The Active easily folds
together for parking or transporting, and the shopping bag is conveniently located under the seat. Large diameter wheels make the
Active a practical walking aid both indoors and out.
This rollator is the perfect companion for taking strolls outdoors,
shopping trips to the local supermarket, or enhancing your safety in
and around the house. You can’t find a more user friendly or versatile walker anywhere in the world. You don’t have to sit inside your
home and watch the world go by.
Get Active, stay active!

Effortless one-handed folding.
Active stands and locks in the
folded position.

TECHINCAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type
Handle height
Seat height
Max user weight
Dimensions
Folded dimensions
Weight
Front wheels
Back wheels
Materials
Cleaning

Access Active
77-100 cm (2'6.3"-3'3.4")
51-64 cm (1'8.1"-2'1.2")
125 kg (275.6 lbs)
60x84x79-100 cm
(1'11.6"x2',9.1"x2'7.1"-3'3.4")
60x50x89 cm
(1'11.6"x1'7.7"x2'11")
9kg (19.8 lbs)
25 cm (9.8")
20 cm (7.9")
Aluminium and
plast composite
Detergent, steam or
high pressure water

International Pending Patents:

NO 20034379; US 10/895,903; CN 200410060031.2;
PCT/NO04/00275; NO 20040015; EP 000196134-0001;
US 29/207,707; CN 200430046440.8

For more information on the Access Active walker, see our International website: www.active-walker.com

